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The last few months I have been using a server for security research, kernel testing, mod security rules testing, 
firewalls, dos protection, you name it. As well as to host my ircd and site. We basically have the server for development 
and testing although it is ran just like any other hosting server. In order to do the research we do we must keep a server. 
One is directadmin and the other is cpanel which we bought recently to learn the ins and outs of it and perhaps write 
some useful tutorials and walkthroughs for admins. Plus we figured we could sell hosting on it to balance out our 
budget.

This has not really worked which I don't guess we marketed hosting that hard and I would really like not to even deal 
with basic hosting and clients, all that stuff. 

What we are looking for is some people to come in on the server with us like a 1/4, 1/3, or 1/2 share. This would be 
ideal for developers as we will install any module or software you need as long as it doesn't interfere with anything else 
on the server. Also ideal for bigger sites with irc or whatever. There is teamspeak installed on both boxes and IRC and 
adult content is allowed.

This is NOT hosting, this is a server co-operative and there is no support tickets and all that. Just me on msn if you ever 
need anything installed or something is broke, that is far as support goes so if you don't know your way around a linux 
server then this probably isn't for you. Also no small hosting accounts, just fractional shares of the server. 

People with shares on the server can reseller hosting if they like but you are responsible for the people you host. 

This is a totally non profit, and all shares will be at cost. Proof of billing can be shown. I would prefer to have only 
developers and large sites with binary processes then reseller hosting but we are flexible.

So if anyone would be interested in something like this you can message me on msn jon__felosi@hotmail.com Serious 
inquiries only and again, this is not a server hosting [2] service, it is a non-profit server co-operative. 

The specs of the directadmin server is pentium 4 3.2 ghz with ht, 1 gig ram, and 160 gb hd sata. 100mbit connection, 
1tb of bandwidth monthly, directadmin control panel, and centos 4.4 OS with grsecurity and all other security software. 
Contact me on msn for pricing and what is available.

The cpanel server is pentium4 3.2ghz with HT, 1 gb ram, 120gb hd, Cpanel/WHM, CentOS with grsecurity and other 
security software, it is on a 10mbit dedicated pipe with unmetered bandwidth so around 3300 gb transfer monthl;y. 
Contact me for availabilty.
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People who do want half share will be granted root access as long as you dont do any oddball stuff or mess anything up 
otherwise I am the one who manages the servers. 
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